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This planning application is just resubmitted time and again, just waiting for objectors to get tired
of objecting, or to miss a deadline.

There is NO RATIONALE for this new road to be built. We have a climate emergency, and
building yet more roads will do nothing to solve that. We already have plenty of roads, and don't
need yet more acres and acres of natural land to get tarmacked over.

The proposed road does not incentivise electric cars or other zero emission vehicles - why on
earth does it not do this? I can see that the road builders and consultants will be enriched by this
new road, and from our taxes, however I see no valid reason why we want or need this new road.
Yet I see LOTS AND LOTS of reasons why we DO NOT want it. This road will DESTROY the
health of those nearby, will DESTROY peace and quiet in this area of countryside forever, will
DESTROY habitats for goodness knows how many plants and animals, and will CREATE yet
more traffic.

We saw the A14 interchange north of cambridge buiilt with a similar process to this one - and just
look at the ridiculoussness of that road layout - it is ludicrously over-complicated because of the
"cost-plus" contracts handed out to contractors. This new road bananas-idea appears little
different. Contractors and consultants are pushing this road because it will be yet more
un-checked massive handouts for them. JUST NO!!!

If you want to build yet more travel infrastructure - build railways, and make them free to use.
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE DO NOT BUILD THIS ROAD.

Think once, think twice, think "DO NOT BUILD THIS ROAD". I am conscious that the developers
of this road, who want to enrich themselves, will just apply again and again until they get the
green light to grease their palms with cash, but we just don't need it. Don't reward these guys by
giving in to them. We have protestors all over the place - this new road is something really worthy
of protesting over.

What plans have been made to cover the likely howling protests from environmental groups. I'll
bet it is zilch, or inadequate plans; the developers will cross that bridge (at our expense), when it
comes to it, and when the road is committed. However we need to address this now. When
"son-of-swampy" and his pals are all camping out to stop teh bulldozers - who will pay for the
security and for addressing the process? Currently it is you &I who will pay for this - and the
developers will eb sitting pretty on their cost-plus bonanza, and the longer they can string it out,
the more profitable for them. JUST DON'T LET THEM DO IT.

No matter how many times this road plan is resubmitted, please please please can it JUST BE
REJECTED.

If you have ANY SAY in this process, then please do the right thing, and block this pointless,
filthy, noisy, and unnecessary expensive road. Just stop it now, please !!!!


